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Abstract. The usability of code generators in industrial modeling frame-
works is frequently hindered by long re-generation time imposed by com-
plex dependencies between different modules and chains of code genera-
tion phases. Incremental model transformation techniques may improve
both scalability and usability by regenerating only specific design arti-
facts dependent on a specific change. In this paper, I provide an overview
on different styles and levels of incrementality in model transformations
of the Viatra open source framework.
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1 Incremental techniques in model-based design tools

As the role of model-driven engineering (MDE) steadily increases in the design
of critical embedded and cyber-physical systems, more emphasis is put on the
quality, scalability and usability of advanced design and verification tools [7,3].
Such tools aim to highlight conceptual flaws early in the design process, thus
improve quality and decrease costs at the same time. Moreover, code generation
and model transformation techniques deeply embedded in such tools improve
productivity by automatically deriving various artifacts as necessitated by cer-
tification standards.

However, software and systems engineers need to face usability and scala-
bility issues when using such tools due to complex workflows of interdependent
design steps [4] or chains of automated model transformation [?] and code gen-
eration steps. On the one hand, such transformation chains are beneficial to
reduce abstraction gaps by introducing intermediate models and unifying some
optimization steps. But compiling a model into a full, standalone project may
take hours in practice.

To tackle this challenge, incremental, event-driven model transformation
techniques and tools [1,11,6] may be helpful to react to model changes. Incremen-
tal model validation efficiently re- evaluates constraints and design rules upon



each model change [10,9,2]. Furthermore, in incremental code generators, only
artifacts affected by a specific model change will be re-generated while the rest of
the target output is left unaltered. Such techniques have been successfully used
in various design and validation tools for embedded and cyber-physical systems
as reported in [4,8,5]3.

2 Different styles of incrementality

The actual level of incrementality in these applications differs and it can be fine-
tuned for a transformation problem. In our practice, different styles and levels
of incrementality could be categorized as follows:

– No incrementality is a batch transformation re-executed from scratch for
all source models and all changes of these source models.

– Dirty incrementality is a large-step incrementality approach which is very
common in industrial practice. Here one marks a model to be dirty upon
a source change, and then re-run transformations only on dirty models.
This technique significantly reduces the number of regenerated artifacts, but
cleanup after an error and chaining of transformation steps is non- trivial.

– Incrementality by traceability is a small-step incrementality approach
which relies on the existence of traceability links between source and target
model elements generated during a first transformation. Missing trace links
are detected and incrementality is achieved by re-executing the transforma-
tions for untraceable elements only. This technique may further reduce the
effects of a change, but it depends on a smart matcher of traceability links.

– Reactive source incrementality is also a small-step incrementality ap-
proach where the firing of transformation rules are triggered only by changes
in the source model but not the traceability links between source and target
models. Such approaches may restrict the expressiveness of the transforma-
tion language, but offer improved chaining of incremental transformations.

Sample model transformations illustrating these scenarios are available from
https://github.com/IncQueryLabs/incquery-examples-cps with complete source
code, documentation and performance evaluation using the Viatra framework.
More details on reactive incremental transformations are provided in [11].

Further challenges. In practice, we find the complex interactions and chaining
of incremental transformation and code generation steps to be the most challeng-
ing. In this setup, a change in a (front-end) source model may trigger reactions,
which results in changing one or more target models. However, as these model
changes may trigger further reactions along the transformation chain which re-
quire incremental handling themselves - potentially using a different style. With
inappropriate tool support, it is surprisingly easy to achieve circular depen-
dencies between different steps where different incremental transformations are
executed continuously (e.g. simultaneously running validations and quick fixes).

3 And also in https://github.com/IncQueryLabs/EMDW-Common/wiki

https://github.com/IncQueryLabs/incquery-examples-cps
https://github.com/IncQueryLabs/EMDW-Common/wiki
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